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Matthew Algie

We’ve been around since 1864 
but have never stood still. From 
introducing coffee to post-war 
Glasgow to launching the UK’s first
Fairtrade espresso bean, Matthew
Algie has played its part in the 
evolution of coffee as we know 
it today. 

Take a look at some of our company
landmark dates. 

A Brief History



Matthew Algie born 
in Greenock. Besides
founding what would 
become the UK’s 
leading independent
coffee roaster, he lived
to the ripe old age of 92

Episode one: tea

Matthew Algie was 
a grocer, selling tea
that was imported 
to Scotland on 
Clyde Clippers

1810

1854

1864

Matthew Algie 
established his
own business in
tea blending and 
wholesaling

For around eighty years,
and through two World
Wars the business 
developed, selling tea
and spices mainly 
to retailers in the 
Glasgow area 

1950

In a decision that would
eventually transform the 
company, “Algie’s” started
selling coffee to post-war
Glasgow in 1950

Episode two: co≠ee

1950

The business provided
tea bags, coffee and
vending services to 
retail and catering 
outlets in Scotland 

1974

1983

1989

1995

“Algie’s” began selling
coffee machines for 
offices, restaurants and
hotels, helping replace
instant with a quality
roast & ground coffee

The business went 
through a period of rapid
expansion, going UK-wide
and adding bulk-brew 
coffee machines for the
catering sector

While continuing 
to focus on ever-better
and fresher filter coffee,
we introduced the first
espresso machine 
to our range

David Williamson visited
Portland, Oregon, and saw
the light. He returned to 
restructure the company 
to drive the espresso 
revolution in the UK

1997

Espresso Warehouse
was created, selling
“Everything but the
coffee” and filling a
niche helping equip
the growing wave 
of independent 
café bars

1997

Matthew Algie 
introduced the 
UK’s first Fairtrade
espresso bean

2003

2004

Episode three: espresso

We launched the
UK (and probably
the world’s) first
Triple Certified
espresso: Fairtrade,
Organic, and 
Rainforest Alliance

Fairtrade certified
coffees have grown
to account for over
80% of Matthew Algie 
coffee sales – 
helping coffee 
growers build 
a secure future

2009

Matthew Algie 
undergoes its
biggest rebranding
exercise. The new
identity is rolled 
out across the
company

2010

Creating a product 
designed to 
emphasise the 
importance 
of freshness, 
Matthew Algie 
launched Roasted
to Order


